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Nature: what does it mean to us?
We wanted to find out what the people of
Manchester think and feel about their natural
environment, how they interact with nature and
what feelings they have about and towards
Manchester’s wildlife.

From simple acts such as feeding birds,
creating a wildlife-friendly garden, recycling
waste or lending a hand at local events,
the involvement of people is valued and
recognised. But what do people think about
nature in Manchester?

To explore the key relationship between people
and nature and illustrate our discoveries, we
wanted to use creative methods which would
move beyond just charts and statistics.
Representing feelings is not easy. Manchester
had to be explored from a different perspective;
a new viewpoint using a dynamic and exciting
mix of media to search for the best stories and
memorable moments from ordinary people.
Want to know what we found? Then read on…

Only by recognising and recording such
valuable information can we improve and
protect our green spaces and help make
our city a great place in which to live, work
and play.
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What is biodiversity and why is
it important?
Biodiversity is the variety of life on Earth,
and includes all plants, animals, and their
habitats. Biodiversity surrounds us in urban
areas; from the window box to the riverside,
from the garden to the park, and the unseen
spaces in and around buildings. Biodiversity
embraces familiar species and habitats that
we see everyday, as well as rare and unusual
creatures seldom seen.
Imagine a world without such diversity and
variety. It is widely acknowledged that the
health of the natural environment, and our
own quality of life, would be drastically
affected by its loss.
The UK Government has made an international
commitment to conserving and protecting
biodiversity through Biodiversity Action Plans.
But what is Manchester doing to help?
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Nature in the city
The Manchester Biodiversity Strategy
(Wildabout Manchester) was launched in
May 2005 as a five-year action plan with the
aim of conserving, protecting and enhancing
the city’s biodiversity.

Connecting people with nature
One of the important aims of the Manchester
Biodiversity Strategy was to start reconnecting
people with nature in the city, raise awareness
of nature and provide more opportunities to
engage with it.

Nature underlines the city’s corporate
priorities, contributing to all three key spines
(the core drivers) of Manchester City Council’s
Community Strategy:

The natural world contributes to physical and
mental health, providing relaxation, restoration,
enjoyment and inspiration. It builds confidence,
lifts the spirits and generates pride – anyone
and everyone can enjoy biodiversity and
derive some pleasure from it.

— reaching full potential through education
and employment
— raising individual and collective
self-esteem and mutual respect
— providing neighbourhoods of choice.
The provision of a more biodiverse Manchester
is a headline output of Manchester’s new
Climate Change Action Plan. Nature can –
and will – play its part in making Manchester
a green city for the future.

Nature is often thought to be apart from
society; disconnected. It is this assumption
– of nature as a separate entity, a separate
world – which this study challenges. How
connected are modern day lives to nature?
How relevant is it?

“The measure of any great
civilisation is its cities, and a
measure of a city’s greatness is to
be found in the quality of its public
spaces, its parks and squares.”
John Ruskin/philosopher

“The sick man sits upon the green
lawn. He is secure, hidden, shaded
from the heat of the day. For the
comfort of his pain all kinds of grass
are fragrant in his nostrils, and the
trees nourish his eyes. The earth
breathes with fruitfulness.”
St Bernard, 1091–1153

Green Fix: Valuing Manchester’s Nature
collates scientific research and embraces
artistic innovation to discover if Manchester’s
Biodiversity Strategy has been successful in
starting to reconnect people and wildlife. We
will now take a look at the techniques used to
gather each piece of data and show you the
discoveries we have made.
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“What counts cannot always be counted, but
what can be counted doesn’t always count.”

Methodology: secrets revealed

Albert Einstein, physicist

They say a magician should never reveal his
secrets – that the mystery of a trick should be
left to fade away over time. Nature is often
described as magical, and what a loss it would
be if the fascinating aspects of it were to fade
or be forgotten.
The Green Fix project was developed in
collaboration with Manchester City Council,
Groundwork, Red Rose Forest and students
from Salford University. The original ideas for
the questionnaire were based on a Scottish
Natural Heritage commissioned report entitled
‘National Baseline Survey of Biodiversity and
Awareness’ (No.334) which sought to provide
an accurate measure of current Scottish public
attitudes to, and engagement with, biodiversity
for the Scottish Biodiversity Committee.
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The Manchester study blends visual research
with the written word. To achieve this most
effectively means combining two commonly
opposed styles of research:
Quantitative research (numerical information,
often using numbers to present facts, such as
multiple choice questionnaires).
Qualitative research (non-numerical
information, differing greatly from person
to person, such as interviews).
The combined strength of these techniques
meant that any area of a subject could be
explored and analysed, but more importantly
that a variety of methods could be used to
analyse it.
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Quantitative research: nature survey
The Manchester survey, “Valuing
Manchester’s Wildlife – people’s perceptions
of nature in the city” aimed to get as many
responses as possible in a short amount of
time (January–April 2010). The final total was
1984 questionnaires, presenting a significant
sample size.
The questionnaires were posted on key
websites and made available at many
locations across the city.
The survey asked simple multiple choice
questions, with five potential answers to
choose from and several open questions.

Qualitative research: storytelling:
Nature can have a unifying effect, a restorative
quality that people often can’t quite put into
words, but Green Fix attempts to bring this
theory to life by looking at the lives and stories
of local people. From different social and
geographic backgrounds come different ideas,
concepts and attitudes. Green Fix uses the art
of storytelling to investigate and explore the
value of nature.
As well as the questionnaires, a number of
interviews were conducted and summarised,
along with filmmaking and photography.

The findings are discussed further in the
results chapter.
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Strengths of the study
Figures help us to summarise the finding of
the questionnaire survey. In this case, the
statistics help us to recognise trends and can
demonstrate these in an unbiased way.

“All truths are easy to understand
once they are discovered; the point
is to discover them.”
Galileo Galilei, mathematician

Film was chosen for its exhibitive quality,
as documentary filmmaking has proved to be
successful at telling real stories and engaging
audiences. It is a character study; the story
being driven by the power of people alone.
Photography: The images were produced
as a photo-essay – portraits of people and
nature side by side. They will be presented
in an exhibition at Manchester Museum in
June 2010; expressively blending film and
photography with the poetry and
thoughtfulness of language.
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“Your feet crush the dried leaves beneath you and the
sound echoes throughout the area. Above your head,
the wind rustles through a low-hanging bare branch
of a nearby Oak. Just as it begins to fade you open your
eyes to see a single grey squirrel effortlessly jolt down
the towering tree in seconds, gracefully into your path.
For a moment he pauses and looks directly into your
eyes, a connection is made, before disappearing into
the undergrowth, barely making a sound.”
Luke Blazejewski ‘Welcome to the Woods’

People: a natural insight
This final section introduces the people who
feature in the documentary that accompanies
this study.
Green Fix: Valuing Manchester’s Nature tells
the stories of Roy, Val, Jess, Andy and Rachel;
ordinary people who are inextricably
connected with nature, and share a passion
for Manchester’s natural environment.
It reveals their connections with nature and
why it’s important to them. Their stories
reflect how easy it can be to connect with
nature, and how positive and memorable
the benefits of this relationship often are.

This research has relied on the individuality of
people. It has explored people, photographed
people, connected with people, and the
questionnaire gathered and processed the
thoughts of two thousand of them.
Green Fix aims to inspire people to get
involved with conservation and community,
as well as promoting Manchester’s
biodiversity. It aims to celebrate the value of
nature and inform the people who are already
involved that they are not alone in their efforts.

“Nature is a language, can’t you read?”
Morrissey, songwriter
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“People just come out of the shops and don’t
realise what’s going on. They only look at eye
level; they never look up to see what’s going on.”

Roy Ridings
Having spent most of his working life in a
factory, in the days when the River Irwell was
covered in coloured foam and was completely
lifeless, Roy now cherishes the biodiversity in
Manchester city centre.
As the hustle of city life passes by, Roy spends
several days a week admiring the wildlife of
the city centre: just watching. So skilled has
Roy become that he can spot Manchester’s
pair of peregrine falcons sitting atop the
highest buildings in the city, with no binoculars!

He also watches “a lot of garden birds in
the city that you wouldn’t expect to see”
such as blue tits, pied wagtail, goldfinch
and grey wagtail.
For Roy, the city centre – known for
commerce, business, and being the heart of
urban society – is just as exciting for wildlife
as the most remote piece of countryside.

“I watch them all year; they don’t leave us. In
a city like this there’s food all around and no
reason to go anywhere. They stay with us,
this pair. They’re Mancunians.”
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Jess Holbrooke
Every morning, for years, just as the sun
creeps into the sky, Jess has taken the same
route to work. As her feet navigate the
unresponsive tarmac, her eyes are drawn
away from the urban sprawl, to the sights
and sounds of the waterside.
A beautiful stretch of canal branches out
before her, home to mallards, Canada geese,
moorhens, cormorants and much more. With
such intimate knowledge of the area, Jess is
also treated to a view of the canal’s best kept
secret: the heron.

“Manchester is music and art and culture and
vibrancy and creativity and connectedness.”
Jess will only be able to add to the list of
species that welcome her each morning.
Manchester is an important example of urban
nature; the original industrial city striving to be
a greener, sustainable city.

“You make a connection when you’re
outdoors in a wild space.”

“I love the city but I need a green fix, so I go
back to the countryside and remind myself
that it’s still there.”
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Passing the City of Manchester stadium,
and offering a great panoramic view of
Manchester’s cityscape, the canal presents
Jess with several reasons why her city is so
unique: Manchester packs so many elements
into one cramped space.
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Val Nash

“That’s my favourite place,
the back garden, the backyard.
It stops me, and before you know
it 20 minutes have gone by.”

Each time Val enters her kitchen to put the
kettle on she is offered a front row seat at a
personal wildlife show. By hanging birdfeeders
in the garden, in front of her open window, all
sorts of antics from a wealth of birds suddenly
begin. Nature is performing for her: Val is the
conductor, the birds are her orchestra.
“So you’d think, by sitting here being in this
small space you wouldn’t see anything, but
it’s amazing.”

This is the beauty of Manchester’s nature.
It’s literally within touching distance. With
this unique access into such a tiny part of the
natural world, Val sees so much by simply
taking her time, having a break at the window
and looking around. The sanctuary that a
garden can offer wildlife and provide for
people is becoming more recognised.
Gardens are truly the biggest nature
reserve of all in the city.

Highlights for Val include sparrows, blue tits,
robins, and even the curious magpie. They all
drop from the skies to feed, and it is these
moments – moments of such personal value
– in which Val loses herself.
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Andy Martin & Rachel Costigan
Constant pressures of city life have always
threatened to draw us further away from
nature with the infinite amount of commercial
distractions available, yet – for Andy and
Rachel – this has inspired the opposite reaction.
Andy and Rachel have a tiny back garden,
but size doesn’t matter. Their garden offers
a friendly home for different species of birds,
bees, insects, mice, butterflies, spiders and
frogs. In fact, any member of the animal
kingdom is more than welcome. Every corner
or gap you look at holds a new secret; another
layer of mystery and magic to the garden.

“It’s that connection,
and you see it every day.”
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In addition to this, Andy and Rachel grow
vegetables. Seeds and plants are sown, and
the garden is enjoyed as a place for escape
and relaxation. They’ve created a haven for
wildlife because it enriches their own lives,
as well as the lives of the animals that use it.

Making small changes has provided great
benefits: they’ve used tree trunks to
encourage insects, made bee and bird boxes
to offer safe shelter, and even converted an
old whisky barrel into a pond. All of these
things have attracted a variety of life, and all
minutes away from the heart of the city.
“A countryside on your door step,” says
Rachel about the local green space which
she and Andy visit regularly. They both value
the importance of good and easy access
to nature, and their space is within walking
distance. It’s a place of trees, meadows and a
river where they can while away a few hours.
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“However beautiful the strategy, you
should occasionally look at the results.”

Results: what do we know?

Winston Churchill, politician

Before the findings are discussed the
questionnaire needs to be contextualised,
understanding where it has been and who
was involved with it. The public perception
of biodiversity and the natural environment
is the key aim of this study.
The results present an important baseline
of information; a starting point for those
involved in biodiversity management and
community engagement.
Facts and discoveries of the survey
Six questions were asked, and each result is
presented as a discovery.

Circulation
Questionnaires were circulated widely
by Manchester City Council, Groundwork
Manchester, and Red Rose Forest. Online
and hard copies were sent to partners such
as Manchester Museum, community
networks for Manchester, local friends
groups, and Manchester’s Libraries.
In addition, they were sent to headline events
such as Proud of Manchester campaign days,
Tree-athlon and Tree O’ Clock. The Wildabout
Manchester website hosted the questionnaire,
and other partner websites also signposted
people to it.
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Who got involved?
The survey respondents came from a wide
demographic. The response rate peaked in the
26–40 age brackets (32%) and with females
in all but the first age group (under 18).
Of the total survey respondents 42% (826)
were male and 58% (1158) were female.
The results to each of the survey questions
will now be summarised and analysed.

Male
Female

Interest in nature
Q1 How interested are you in
Manchester’s wildlife?
94% (1870 people) of people are interested
in Manchester’s wildlife. The result stands
out as a major headline. Of this 94%, a total
of 1093 (55%) are female and 777 (39%)
are male.
It’s encouraging to find that most people in
the survey are pro-nature.

The relevance of nature
Q2 How relevant is nature to your daily life?
89% (1773) of all people consider nature to be
relevant to their daily lives.
Whether you spend an hour in your local park,
a day in the countryside or a weekend in the
most remote corner of the Pennines, nature
can be responsible for the wellbeing and
relaxation you experience. But does it resonate
through people’s daily lives? Is nature relevant?

89% (1773 responses) of people consider
nature to be relevant to them.
59% (1045) of the responses came from
females, most commonly between 26–40
years of age.
A cross comparison of the first two
questions illustrates that 88% (1739) of
people interested in Manchester’s wildlife
also consider it to be relevant to them.

1183

390
1283
295
243

260

200

97

91

Under 18

26

587

122

104

18–15

590

182

26–40
Age groups

41–60

60+

15

51

48

Not at all

Not very

Neither

33
Slightly

Very

Not at all

84

94

Not very

Neither

Slightly

Very
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Loss of nature
Q3. Are you concerned about loss of
wildlife in Manchester?
With economic pressure and development
perceived as potential threats to biodiversity,
the responses here had particular relevance.
An interesting finding was that some
respondents who were not particularly
interested in Manchester’s wildlife were still
concerned about possible loss of biodiversity.

The findings here were virtually
unanimous, finding that 95% (1890) of
people surveyed were concerned about
losing their native wildlife.
Of this 95%, 59% (1113) are female,
41% (777) are male.

Getting involved
Q4: Do you help look after the natural
environment in any way?
Environmental activity can take many forms,
from litter picking and conservation work to
joining groups and gardening: all have a
positive impact on local nature.

The other end of the spectrum shows
0.65% (13) of people are not at all
concerned, with only 0.2% (4) being
under 18 years of age.

Gender shows that 41% (639) are male,
with the largest percentage being 34%
(216) from the 41–60 age group.

Comparing these numbers to the results
of the first two questions suggest that
younger generations are not only aware
of nature conservation, but may want to
get involved.
1472

418

13

33

48

Not at all

Not very

Neither
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Slightly

The age bracket most concerned about the
loss of wildlife was 26–40 (607 responses
or 32%) closely followed by the 41–60 age
bracket (535 responses or 28%).

When compared, these results suggest
that an active interest in caring for the
environment tends to be more common
in younger females.
79% (1568 responses) of people do
something to help their environment.
Of this 79%, 59% (929) are female
and 41% (639) are male.

929

Yes
No

639
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Very

With 59% (929) of people who care about
their natural environment being female, the
largest response was 32% (301) and came
from the 26–40 age group.

Female

187

Male

“If everyone is moving forward
together, then success takes care
of itself.”
Henry Ford, industrialist
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What people do
Q4: What do you do to help look after the
natural environment?
To fully understand this data, we need to
move beyond whether or not people help their
environment, and begin finding out exactly
what it is that they actually do.
This section of the survey required a written
response from each person explaining what
it is they do to help in looking after their
natural environment. Before any analysis
could be carried out, each answer had to be
read, counted and separated into eleven
categories – the most common activities
drawn from the results.

It should be noted that the percentages on
the graph don’t add up to 100%, since
many people listed several activities, so the
responses exceed the survey total (1884) and
increase the total responses (for this question
only) to 2179.
The most popular way to help look after
the environment was litter picking with
23% (505 responses), 62% (315) of these
people are female.
Recycling inspires 21% (451) of people
who do something for the natural
environment, as does planting 14% (310)
and gardening 9% (203).

Feeding animals, mostly referring to birds,
attracted 11% (231) of responses and this
was mostly through the use of bird feeders.
Wildlife supportive activities such as
conservation and creating habitats capture
7% (152) and 6% (123) of the responses.

“Keep your sense of proportion
by regularly – preferably daily –
visiting the natural world.”
Caitlin Matthews, author

A cross comparison of the data shows
that 95% (1491) of all people who do
something for the natural environment are
also interested in Manchester’s wildlife.
The most responses for people also
interested in wildlife are from the 26–40
and 41–60 age groups; who according
to the results are responsible for a
combined 61% (907) of contributions
to our environment.

507
451

310
203
123
45

45

49

65

Others

Friends
groups

Allotment

Eco-friendly
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Creating
habitat

231

153

Conservation Gardening

Feeding
animals

Planting

Recycling

Litter
picking
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Favourite places
Q5: What is your favourite place for
wildlife in Manchester?
Manchester has a diverse, dynamic
landscape that is highly valuable and
biodiverse. This final question finds out what
people’s favourite places are, and how often
they visit them. Do people have to travel far
and wide to experience nature?
Parks 26% (525), gardens 26% (510) and
woodland 23% (449) make up a combined
75% (1484) of all responses, clearly
indicating what people consider to be their
favourite places for wildlife in Manchester.

525

The majority of those choosing parks
as their favourite place fall in the 26–40
age bracket (38%) and of these 62%
were female.
If gardens were voted for, the majority
were aged between 41–60 (33%), of
which 64% were female. This was
followed by the 60+ age range (24%).
If woods were most popular, the age most
likely to visit fell in the 26–40 bracket (36%),
of which 59% were female. This was
followed by the 41–60 age range (23%).
A comparison of results shows that 95%
(1415) of people who value parks, gardens
and woodland are also concerned about
losing local wildlife.

510

449

119

Woods
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Park

Canal

161

139
81

River

Garden

Lake

Other
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Green Fix: to explore exactly how popular
they are, we need to find out how often
they are visited.
Q6: How often do you visit your favourite
place for nature?
You can never have enough of that feeling
when you truly escape and let the thoughts
and pressures of modern society disappear,
when all you are left with is a symphony of
bird song, and the wind in your hair: the sense
of nature. Ecologist EO Wilson refers to this
feeling as the Biophilia Effect – most people
can’t explain it, but it’s the varied sensory
experience offered by nature.

485

475

122
26
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2–3 times Once a
a week
week

Once a
month

67% (1329 responses) of people visit a
place of nature at least once a week.
Of this 67%, 59% (778) are female
and 33% fell within the 26–40 age
bracket. 29% of respondents fall in
the 41–60 age range.
Of the two lowest age ranges (under 18
and 19–25) only 12% visit natural green
space each week.
 rom the most popular places to see
F
wildlife 16% (323) of people spend time
in their garden every day, whilst 86% (277)
of these also do something positive for the
natural environment.

458

369

Every
day

These results show gardens to be the most
popular place to experience nature, along with
parks and woodlands, but the survey indicates
lots of places where people connect with
nature, and demonstrates their tangible
importance by the regularity of their visits.

Every six
months
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27% (539) of people interested in
Manchester’s wildlife find the time to visit
parks or woodland at least once a week.

Conclusions
Green Fix: Valuing Manchester’s Nature is
memorable and important; a ‘snapshot in
time’ survey, which tells us what people
think about Manchester’s wildlife in their
own words. It provides fresh, informative and
surprising data, which can be further explored,
developed, and used to shape future events,
action plans and raise people’s awareness to
the important of biodiversity.
The diversity of nature that Manchester has to
offer – from the city centre to gardens, grand
parks to river valleys – are of real importance
to local people. Green Fix provides us with a
mandate to respect that and act upon it, for
the greater good of people and wildlife.
Green Fix: Valuing Manchester’s Nature is a
celebration of nature in the city. Manchester
has much to offer and can help you find your
own Green Fix.

Once a Less than
year once a year
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